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About This Game

START YOUR WAY TO BE UNSTOPPABLE!

BingoBango has five levels! Starting with the easiest at the first and the hardest at the end!
  You will be unstoppable if you finish the all 5 levels!

LEVEL 1

Pretty Easy Level. But it's just the start! Try to jump for 100m!
Will you make it?

LEVEL 2
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It's getting a little bit harder. There is still long way to go!
Jump for 250m to get to level 3 !

LEVEL 3

The Fun Starts here! The level is getting more harder and longer!

LEVEL 4

Almost unstoppable! One more level to be unstoppable

LEVEL 5

Can you jump for 1000m? If yes then you deserve the Unstoppable achievement!
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This is simple single jumping game with very simple and easy to learn mechanics. Play only if you want to kill your free time.
This game contains achievements. A cool game you can play with a simple concept. The levels need a bit more depth and
reward but the endless challenge mode is fun.

. Good time killer! Thanks for achievements. Good time killer! Thanks for achievements. BingoBango is a simple and easy
jumping platformer (like a Doodle jump) that has some different levels. After completing each of the levels you'll get
achievement. Good game. Not bad game
•Good HUD
•Easy to play (comfortable controllings)
•2 game modes
•Small price
•Excellent time killer
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A very fun and enjoyable game, really good time-killer.. Minimalistic game where you basically just jump from platform to
platform and try to beat some scores. What made me pretty upset is that it didn't show up on my achievement showcase when I
collected them all, but oh well still a great game.

Edit: I like the new levels! Can't wait for even more challenging ones! :). Good time killer with very simple design. Funny,
simple and very cheap game. You have some levels to complete and game mode, where your target to beat your own record.
Funny, simple and very cheap game. You have some levels to complete and game mode, where your target to beat your own
record
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